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In this lecture, we develop the notion of “adaptive learning” as proposed by Milgrom and
Roberts [1]. Although the learning definition they give is of interest in its own right, it primarily
derives power in the case of dominance solvable games, or forgames where there is a straightfor-
ward characterization of the set of strategies surviving iterated strict dominance (hereafter ISD).

Throughout the lecture we consider a finiteN -player game, where each playeri has a finite
pure action setAi; let A =

∏
i Ai. We letai denote a pure action for playeri, and letsi ∈ ∆(Ai)

denote a mixed action for playeri. We will typically view si as a vector inRAi, with si(ai) equal
to the probability that playeri places onai. We letΠi(a) denote the payoff to playeri when the
composite pure action vector isa, and by an abuse of notation also letΠi(s) denote the expected
payoff to playeri when the composite mixed action vector iss. We letBRi(s−i) denote the best
response mapping of playeri; heres−i is the composite mixed action vector of players other than
i.

We will need some additional notation involving ISD. GivenT ⊂
∏

i Ai, we defineUi(T ) as
follows:

Ui(T ) = {ai ∈ Ai : for all si ∈ ∆(Ai), there existsa−i ∈ T−i s.t.Πi(ai,a−i) ≥ Πi(si,a−i)}.

HereT−i =
∏

j 6=i Tj, whereTj is the projection ofT ontoAj. In other words,Ui(T ) is the set of
pure strategies of playeri that arenot dominated by any mixed strategy, given that all other players
play using action vectors inT−i. We letU(T ) =

∏
i Ui(T ). We also useUk(T ) to denote the set of

pure strategies remaining afterk applications ofU to the setT , with U0 equal to the identity map.
It is straightforward to check the following claims (see Lemmas 1 and 2 of [1]):

1. Monotonicity: If T ⊂ T ′, thenU(T ) ⊂ U(T ′).

2. Decreasing sequence property: Uk+1(A) ⊂ Uk(A) for all k. (Note that this need not be true
if we iterateU starting from a setstrictly smallerthan the entire strategy spaceA, since for
an arbitrary setT we need not haveU(T ) ⊂ T .)

In light of the second claim, we letU∞(A) =
⋂

k≥0
Uk(A). Note that this is the set ofstrategies

surviving ISD.

1 Adaptive Learning

Milgrom and Roberts define their notion of learning in terms ofan arbitrary (discrete-time) se-
quence of action vectors{at}. The idea is that if playeri is adapting to his opponents’ play, then
at

i should “eventually” be an undominated strategy, if playeri assumes his opponents will only
play actions they have played in the “recent” past.

Formally, they say the sequence{at
i} is consistent with adaptive learning for playeri if for all

t′ ≥ 0, there existst ≥ t′ such that for allt ≥ t, there holdsat
i ∈ U({as : t′ ≤ s < t}). The
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sequence{at} is consistent with adaptive learningif {at
i} is consistent with adaptive learning for

all playersi.
In the definition, the valuet′ defines a “recent past”, and the valuet defines a reasonable

“adaptation period”. This is significantly more general than fictitious play: there is no requirement
that every play of playeri should be undominated given the entire past history. Rather,after looking
at the play of his opponents, playeri should eventually play strategies that are undominated, when
ignoring strategies of playersj 6= i that have not been played for a sufficiently long time.

As Milgrom and Roberts note, schemes like fictitious play, best response dynamics, and even
Bayesian learning are all consistent with adaptive learning. To get a feel for this, we consider a
class of learning algorithms where playeri plays a best response tosomeprobability distribution
over the past history of his opponents’ play. Formally letht = (a0, . . . ,at−1) be thehistoryup to
time t, and letµi(h

t) denote thebeliefof playeri; this is a probability distribution over
∏

j 6=i Aj,
and forecasts the action vector playeri expects his opponents to play at timet. Note thatµi can be
derived in many ways from past history: it may the product of the empirical distributions of{at

j}
for playersj 6= i (as in fictitious play); it may be the empiricaljoint distribution of{at

−i}; it may
be an exponentially weighted moving average of{at

−i}; it may place unit mass on thelast play of
i’s opponents,at−1

−i (as in the standard best response dynamics); etc.
Sinceµi(h

t) is a probability distribution over opponents’ actions, we can viewµi(h
t) as the

predicted mixed strategyof player i’s opponents. We consider dynamics where each playeri

choosesat
i as abest responseto µi(h

t). Formally, abest response dynamic (BRD) with forecasters
µ is a sequence of action vectorsa

t such that for all periodst > 0 and all playersi, there holds
at

i ∈ BRi(µi(h
t)).

Of course, the formulation so far is sufficiently general that the belief functionµi could even
be trivial, and not respond at all to opponents’ past play. Itis clear that such a belief function could
not in general give rise to a BRD that is consistent with adaptive learning: playeri may be playing
strategies that are dominated given his opponents’ past play. To counteract this possibility, we say
that the forecasterµi is adaptiveif, for any actionaj of playerj 6= i that is only played finitely
often in the sequence{at}, the beliefµi(h

t)(aj) converges to zero; that is, if playerj only plays
aj finitely many times, then eventually playeri’s belief must place zero weight on playerj playing
at

j. (Note that we are only considering here themarginal belief over playerj’s actions; e.g., in
fictitious play, it is possible that individual playersj 6= i play aj infinitely often, even though the
composite action vectora−i is never played.)

Milgrom and Roberts present the following theorem (Theorem 8in [1]); note that it makes use
of the finiteness of the action spaces.

Theorem 1 Suppose that{at} is a BRD with forecastersµ, and each forecasterµi is adaptive.
Then{at} is consistent with adaptive learning.

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false. LetTj ⊂ Aj be the set of all pure actions played
infinitely often by playerj; and letT−i =

∏
j 6=i Tj. If the theorem is false, there must exist a player

i, and a sequence of timestk and mixed strategiessk
i such that:

Π(sk
i ,a−i) > Π(atk

i ,a−i),
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for all action vectorsa−i ∈ T−i. In other words,at
i must be strictly dominated infinitely often,

assuming opponents play actions drawn fromT−i. Without loss of generality (taking subsequences
if necessary), we can assume thatatk

i = ai for all k (since playeri has finitely many actions), and
that µi(h

tk) → µ∗
i ask → ∞. Under the first assumption we can also assume without loss of

generality thatsk
i = si for all k.

Since there are only finitely many action vectors, there exists ε > 0 such that:

Π(sk
i ,a−i) > Π(atk

i ,a−i) + ε,

for all action vectorsa−i ∈ T−i. Note thatµ∗
i has support only inT−i, by the assumption that the

forecasterµi is adaptive. Therefore we have:

Π(si, µ
∗
i ) > Π(ai, µ

∗
i ) + ε.

But then for all sufficiently largek we have:

Π(sk
i , µi(h

tk)) > Π(atk
i , µi(h

tk)),

which contradicts the assumption thatatk
i was a best response at timetk. This establishes the the-

orem. 2

The preceding theorem shows that “consistent with adaptivelearning” is a broad enough con-
cept to capture any of the basic learning models we have studied so far.

2 Convergence to U∞

As we might expect, if play is consistent with adaptive learning, then players eventually play only
actions that survive ISD. We start with the following result(Theorem 5 in [1]).

Proposition 2 Suppose{at} is consistent with adaptive learning. Then for allk there exists a time
tk such thatat ∈ Uk(A) for all t ≥ tk.

Proof. The conclusion is trivially true fork = 0; assume it holds fork = n. We show it holds
for k = n + 1.

Let tn be the threshold in the definition of consistency with adaptive learning, whent′ = tn;
that is, choosetn ≥ tn such that for allt ≥ tn, there holds:

at
i ∈ U({as : tn ≤ s < t}),

for all playersi. Now observe that{as : tn ≤ s < t} ⊂ Un(A), by the inductive hypothesis. Thus:

U({as : tn ≤ s < t}) ⊂ U(Un(A)) = Un+1(A),

so the result holds if we choosetn+1 = t. Q.E.D. 2

A simple consequence of the preceding proposition is that play eventually converges to the set
of actions that survive ISD.
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Theorem 3 Suppose{at} is consistent with adaptive learning. LetA∞
i ⊂ Ai be the set of actions

played infinitely often by playeri, and letA∞ =
∏

i A
∞
i . ThenA∞ ⊂ U∞(A).

In games with finite action spaces, the theorem implies that there exists a finite timet after
which players only play actions that survive ISD. As a consequence, we have the following corol-
lary.

Corollary 4 Suppose thatU∞(A) = {a∗}; i.e., the game is dominance solvable. Thena
t con-

verges toa∗ if and only if{at} is consistent with adaptive learning.

Here “convergence” means that there existst∗ such that for allt ≥ t∗, we haveat = a
∗. The

proof is immediate: from Theorem 3, it is clear that if{at} is consistent with adaptive learning,
then it converges toa∗. Conversely, if play is stationary ata∗ after some time, then play is triv-
ially consistent with adaptive learning. (Milgrom and Roberts prove a slightly more sophisticated
version of this theorem that holds when action spaces are notfinite; see Theorem 7 in [1].)

In particular, note that the preceding corollary together with Theorem 1 establishes convergence
of fictitious play in games that are dominance solvable. Thisalso explains the close relationship
between adaptive learning andsupermodular games. For supermodular games, we know the set of
actions surviving ISD is upper and lower bounded by the “largest” and “smallest” pure NE. If there
is a unique NE in a supermodular game, then it is dominance solvable, so any dynamic consistent
with adaptive learning converges. Further, for a general supermodular game, play eventually lies
between the largest and smallest pure NE.
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